C u s t o m

B i n s
by Decade

Your Business has needs that are unique in their own special way. That's why Custom Bins by Decade
are built to YOUR specifications. Custom Bins can be heightened or shortened. You can change the length or the width
to meet your needs. Custom Bins have a variety of options available from lids and latches, to drains and custom colors.
Need more than one custom option on a single bin? Decade can often combine several custom options to fit your
special application. If you can't find the options or accessories you need, contact us and we will do our best
to suit your needs. Your job just got easier because Custom Bins got easier.

cu s t om b i n s

Size Options
Custom Bins by Decade offers a variety of size options. You can adjust the height, length and width of a bin based on any of the starting points and size
ranges below, so whether you need a bin for recycling, leather processing, scrap collection or produce storage we can fabricate a bin that is perfect for
your needs.

Length Only Adjustments
Lengthened Bins

Shortened Length Bins

Lengthened Range

59" - 112" and 117"-136"

Lengthened Range

20" - 42"

Width

40"

Width

40"

Height

31"

Height

31"

Width Only Adjustments
Widened Bins
Length

Shortened Width Bins
48"

Length

48"

Widened Range

49" - 136"

Widened Range

20" - 36"

Height

31"

Height

31"

Height Only Adjustments
Shortened Bins

Heightened Bins
Length

48"

Length

48"

Width

40"

Width

40"

Heightened Range

36" - 77"

Heightened Range

8" - 30" (with caps),
14" - 30" (welded)

Length and Width Adjustments
Shortened Width and Lengthened

Shortened Length and Shortened Width

Lengthened Range

49" - 136"

Lengthened Range

Widened Range

20" - 42"

Widened Range

20" - 36"

Height

31"

Height

31"

Length and Height Adjustments

20" - 42"

Width and Height Adjustments

Shortened Length and Shortened Height (with caps)

Shortened Width and Shortened Height (with caps)

Lengthened Range

20" - 42"

Length

48"

Width

40"

Widened Range

20 - 36"

Heightened Range

8" - 30"

Heightened Range

8" - 30"
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Casters
Order your bins with casters to improve efficiency in your work environment and improve ergonomics and work flow. We use heavy-duty 6" x 2"
polyurethane on iron casters that can handle the heaviest applications Need your casters in all-swivel or in stainless steel? How about casters
for a custom-sized bin? We can do that!

Stackable Casters

Thru-Bottom Casters

Non Stackable Casters

Door Options
Add a door to your Custom Bin order to improve ergonomics and ease of use. Our Custom Bins can be customized to allow drop-doors,
removable walls, and cut out walls. They can be installed on either the length or width side and can be made to the height of your choice
to fit your exact specifications.

Drop-Door Open

Drop-Door Closed

Removable Door – Open

Removable Door – Closed

Cut Out Wall

Custom Lids
Request a custom lid to go with your Custom Bin - we can make a lid to match your Custom Bin size! Need to attach a lid to your bin?
We can install Hasp Lids, Hinge and Hasp Lids, and T-Latch Lids to fit your needs.

Hinge

Hasp Lid

Open

Latch Lid
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Custom Bins by Decade can provide you with the options and accessories you need to fit your specific application. Choose the color you want - Pick a
color from our selection of standard colors or customize your own color! We also offer drain options for operations dealing with liquids.

Color Options

Drain Options

Our Custom Bins come in standard colors of Red, Yellow, Green, Blue,
Black, Gray and White for the solid versions and in gray only for vented
versions. With a minimum order quantity of two truckloads, you can
customize your bins with the color of your choice.

Need to drain liquid from your bins without having to siphon or tip them
over? See our Drainplugs and Bulkheads available:

Bulkheads

Drainplugs

CUSTOM BINS IS WHAT WE DO
At Decade, we tackle the design and production challenges others may care to avoid, and that's where we are different. We actively seek business
in the custom container market niche because it leverages our unique experience, resources, and capabilities. Need a solution we don't currently provide?
Just ask us. We have built our business on providing solutions for difficult problems and tough applications. Contact us today to find out
how we can make Custom Bins easier for you.

All industrial property rights, including patents, designs, copyrights and trade names are the sole and exclusive property of Decade. Dimensions
may vary +/- in. and tare weight may vary +/- lbs. Decade reserves the right to change the details of this catalogue.
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